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September.
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More Info there
Email if you want to help in next
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RAEL’S BIRTHDAY

16 OCT, 61aH

OUR BELOVED PROPHET’S BIRTHDAY
Wigan, UK

We were about 120 gathered in Wigan, UK, to celebrate our Beloved Prophet’s birthday with
Him. It was such a privilege to be with Him. He always reminds us that his birthday is not a
Raelian gathering and that Raelians should attend Raelian celebrations but they shouldn’t feel
obligated to organize anything on His birthday…
Beloved Prophet, thank You for accepting our presence and our gifts on that day… thank You for sharing so
much with us all…
Best wishes came from all over the world on that day. Our Beloved Prophet asked the Contact team to
thank you all for your thoughts as He couldn’t send thank you notes to all of you, but He has been deeply
touched by all your messages.
The party in Wigan started in the afternoon with videos, songs and testimonies. After a nice dinner all
together, the artists gave an amazing show. To list the professional ones: Glenn, Lara, Emma, Dean,
Cameron were there, but also nice revelations such as Saori who sang for the first time and surprised us all
with her voice… What a beautiful day…
There were tears, tears of love…
“I feel your love, I feel that you love the little man I am. Today is the only day where you don’t come
for the Elohim, but for their Messenger J”
Yes, Beloved Prophet, we are living a true love story and we feel all so privileged!!
Thank You for YOU and happy Birthday again…….
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RAEL’S BIRTHDAY
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IN CONGO: CELEBRATION OF RAEL’S BIRTHDAY
More than 150 people to celebrate RAEL’s day !
By Tshielikk - National Guide Congo-Mfoa

We decided to have a picnic under the stars, far from the noise of the city, to commemorate
the 60th birthday of the Nkua Tulendo RAEL. Waouh ! What a great party we had. We were in
Djiri, a small village about 25km from Mfoa (Brazzaville).
At 1:00pm the buses bringing people started to arrive. The place was a paradise: a nature park with palm
trees, mango trees, bamboo and other types of trees, surrounded by a small river which must have been a
lot of pleasure to welcome all the beautiful Raelian girls who had a bath in the afternooon.
At 8:00pm we started the meeting talking about the history of Humanity, of the Raelian Movement and its
founder RAEL. The messages were given in French by the Guide of Pleasure MOUNKALA, in Lari by the
Guide KIKOMO Diakamona and in lingala by the charming CHISSO. The participants were really impressed,
also with the help of the giant screen showing videos to illustrate who we are and who the Prophet Rael is,
the Prophet of Happiness.
We had a music break, dances and performances of Raelian artists! It was really cool. This year in
Ougadougou, the Mfoa team will have an artistic surprise. Wait and see.
After this video projection, we gathered around a campfire. Imagine that the whole group stayed there until
2:00 am, around the fire, with Jerome Ndzimba as the animator. The meditation around the fire as a
symbol of the light coming from the sky, Rael, who transmits it to his disciples; Raelians have received the
light coming from the stars and we have to transmit it as well as we need to keep it lit inside so that we
keep awake.

IN GABON TOO…

The birthday of our Beloved Prophet was an occasion for diffusion.

With all our love

… Happy Birthday Raël !

The Raelians of Gabon partied until 3:00 am to celebrate the birthday of our Beloved Prophet. Femininity,
sensuality and religiosity were there. We started the evening with a beautiful meditation around the lit
candles. Caresse surprised us with a poem written for our Beloved Prophet and an ice-cream in the shape of
a heart concluded the dinner. What a blast to live these moments!
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THE UK SEMINAR….

WHAT AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE J

The day after the birthday, we were about 100 gathered in the same room to start the oneweek seminar that many have dreamed of attending for so long.
Marcus, who has been a pioneer in UK some 30 years ago, and Glenn, the happy National Guide, could
witness one of their dreams come true: to have a UK seminar with our Beloved Prophet. They were both
deeply moved throughout the week.
A third of the participants were living their first Raelian seminar, it was such a pleasure to live with them
these unique moments when one discovers the teachings of RAEL, the teachings of the Elohim…
Effe, one of the participants, shared her feelings with us:
Well, I have just spent time at my first Seminar and I have come away with so much that it is hard to
describe the change that has gone on throughout the week.
My expectations about this seminar were mixed as I knew so many amazing people here in the UK and I
was unsure how I would fit in and be part of the seminar experience as we were going to be a bigger
group.
I will admit now that in the first few days I felt that I shut off interactions with people from out with the
UK so that I could catch up with those I knew and had not seen in a while but people left early and I was
almost alone and I cried down the phone to Phil asking him to come and get me on the Monday.
In myself I knew that I needed to carry on in this journey that I had started and work through the
teachings and the workshops so that I could open up and help me grow as a person and a Raelian.
We did at least two meditations a day which were guided by some fantastic people and I found it easy to
slip into them and gained so much from them. There was one that I found very interesting. It was called
the Void and I seem to really lose myself in it. Could not figure out where the time went.
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As a new person, we had set workshops that we had to attend and they
challenged me a lot. The workshops were there to help us to meditate and use
our senses and find love for ourselves before we can love people around us.
Spending the best part of my life punishing myself with hate and negativity I
found these exercises incredibly difficult but after each one and the support of
the group I could see myself grow more accepting of myself. To change
myself, I have to change the way I look at myself.
As the week progressed I was challenged further by being stripped of all my
feminine traits that I secretly pretend not to have at the best of times but I
became aware that in so many ways that I am as feminine as any other
female. I felt that I would challenge myself even further after a workshop and I
wore a skirt and tights and I did not have to worry how people would react.
The teachings from Rael and Brigette also hit home daily, facing things so
many of us like to hide from.
I learnt so much about myself, how we unconsciously go about our daily lives. I have become more
conscious about the way I react to situations where I would have let my emotions react without thinking.
I enjoyed getting to know Brigette as she spoke of things she had overcome in her life and I was able to
see that she had once been in a place that I was at the beginning of the week.
We were lucky that it was still a small seminar and we were very close to Rael and I remember my first
encounter with Rael as I helped out at the Welcome Team he was heading out for lunch and he turned
and I smiled and he came up directly to me and hugged and kissed my cheeks and all he said was that I
had a beautiful smile.
I began to glow and had a fair few comments on how it relaxed people when all they saw was my
beaming face which is nice. I used to smile all the time and bring colour with me but it was not truly felt
inside and I needed to find it. I have and I am holding on to it and hoping that it will be seen in my
routine at home.
The entertainment of the evening activities and shows were all fun and exciting and we enjoyed a
sensual night which again heightened me as I was able to enjoy a massage and a cuddle without my old
reactions of “what do they want in return” and “they must really be thinking horrible stuff about me”. I
enjoyed being with everyone and even got the confidence to appear in the last show on the Friday night.
In the afternoon my nerves took over as it was different from any other show I had done in the past, I
was to be alone with no music and all the eyes on me. I sang with my eyes closed for most of the song
and opened them to see Rael smiling, Glenn smiling, Cameron smiling along with everyone else.
I could spend all day telling you how much I have gained and the connections I made with individuals, I
hope that when you see me next you will see how much I have gained from the Seminar experience and
that you will be able to join us next year at some point.
I know that I have still so much to learn and speaking to people after the seminar they have taken away
so much from the latest experience and meeting the new Raelians, we will learn and grow together from
now and always, remember you are never alone as we are all connected and though you may not be in
the presence of us for long periods of time we are going through the same stuff as you in ways and that
we will be together in the new future.
Love always Effe xx
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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET
Yes, it has been a memorable week for all and on the last day our Beloved Prophet reminded us
that we are one…
“Feeling one, feeling like a family, one with the rest of Humanity, even with our enemy. But this isn’t
enough… when we feel one with humanity, then we feel one with the Elohim. They are scientists,
laughing, playing, and making jokes. One day a team decided to create a crab that walks sideway
and they all laughed looking at it. There is humor and beauty everywhere in the Creation, they joke,
they have fun.
We feel one with them because they are our brothers and sisters. Yes, for sure they are our fathers,
because they were there before, but in fact, they are our brothers and sisters. And so we unite with
all human beings and then we unite with the Elohim and then we unite with all conscious beings in
the Universe and there is an infinity of them everywhere. There is no number; just infinity and we
become part of them when we reach this level. This is why I want to save humanity, because we
belong to this infinite number of consciousness connected together and if we destroy ourselves, we
are like an aborted fetus. I think we deserve not to be aborted; I think we deserve to survive. But we
have to prove it. Of course if we were 6 million of people like Bush, we would deserve to be aborted.
This garbage shouldn’t reach the intergalactic level. But we can live if we go towards love and more
love for every conscious being in the universe.
Consciousness can come in many shapes, a spider, a three-headed human being, a toad. There are
an infinite number. You remember this nice movie ET with this ugly monster full of love. Who do you
prefer? An ET full of love or a blond Aryan follower of Hitler? Who do you want as a friend? Who do
you want to be close to?
Our mission on Earth is also to prepare humanity to love differences. For all the civilizations in the
universe, Earth is a no-flight zone. They go far away from primitive spots like us.
When we prepare humanity to welcome conscious beings of all shapes, we help it to live better
within its differences.
When two French people who would normally hate each other in France, meet abroad, they greet
each other with pleasure because they are from the same country. If an Irish Catholic and an Irish
Protestant meet in Japan, they are likely to shake hands because of their similar Irish background.
Hopefully, when a black and a white human being from Earth will meet on a spider planet, this will
not happen, they will not shake hands with each other because they are from Earth. We must be like
brothers and sisters, a rainbow of consciousness. We are one. The more we open your mind to
welcome the differences, the more you realize that white, black and yellow are the same.
Not only we are the same here on Earth, but we are the same with strange beings and this destroys
another illusion, the illusion of outside worlds, another illusion I want you to destroy.
Do I need help? Do the Elohim need help? No, Humanity needs help…”
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Many decided to follow and help RAEL on the last day, that happened to also be October 7th, a
celebration day.
¬ 6 participants did their transmissions;
¬ Rasmus Mygind was nominated Level 3 and new Responsible for Denmark;

Two new Guides were also nominated:
(both in the picture below with our Beloved Prophet)

¬ Dean Collinson from UK who is also spending part of his

time in Bulgaria and will be able to do transmissions there
and in all the other countries he visits. Dean is a talented
professional singer…
¬ Emma Reyes, from UK as well, a beautiful, sensitive and

charismatic singer and actress.

The UK team is richer than ever with a huge majority of artists… no wonder we couldn’t part after the
closing show. Lara sang “You are a Prophet to me”… and we applauded and applauded …
Our Beloved Prophet said he may consider coming back to give a seminar in UK.
Dear Marcus, dear Glenn, mission accomplished J
Thank You Beloved Prophet for bringing us higher again…
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PHOTOS FROM THE UK SEMINAR

Rael with Rasmus, the new Danish National Responsible

Jamming with Glenn, Dean, Cameron, Lara, Emma… wow!!!

A wild debut for the Sensual night…
it became even wilder later on ;-)
Laughing irresistibly with Emmanuel
Hot dance as well…

And it all started with a pink limo to welcome our
Beloved Prophet at the Liverpool airportJ…
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WHAT HAPPENED IN MONGOLIA???

Here is a report from Michio, responsible for teaching in
Asia who went there for a seminar…

We had the transmission and national seminar in
Mongolia from the 7th to the 8th of October.
53 people had their transmissions done on October 7th!
Topshun,the National Guide of Mongolia invited his families and
his family's employees to the transmission ceremony and the
national seminar.

At the opening of the new Raelian Office

The head professor of the famous Mongolian university who
asked Koji, the Japanese guide, to give a conference about the
message last year, and many young students from Koji's
conference, attended the transmission ceremony and the
seminar this time.
85 people attended the Mongolian seminar, including a
politician
and
famous
artists.
The number of 85 participants is the new record for a first
national seminar in Asia(^_^)

The line before the transmissions

Mongolian people are so pure and kind, their culture is very
similar to the Japanese one. 80% of Mongolian people are
Buddhist, and only 15% of them believe in God, so it isn’t
difficult for them to accept the message of Elohim.
The National Guide of Mongolia, Topshun, opened the office of
the Mongolian Raelian Movement at his Brother's house. We
celebrated the opening of the office with all Topshun's families
and Mongolian Raelians, and had a great dinner party together.
Topshun is a professional TV reporter, and he plans to have a
press conference and a public conference just before holding
the Mongolian seminar next time. The next Mongolian seminar
will be around the 1st Sunday of April, you want to join us??

The new Raelians

Mongolian artists at the
opening of the semina
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CELEBRATION ON OCTOBER 7TH IN BURKINA FASO
The fever is getting higher!

Yes, yes, the ambiance was feverish because of the near arrival of the one who is, the one thanks to whom
everything is, RAEL, our Beloved Prophet. In this special atmosphere, 53 women and men from the Center,
the South and the West of the country said yes, we want to be part of the team that will welcome in
jubilation, the Messenger of the Infinite, the King of Kings.
The meeting and the party took place in Bobo Dioulasso and guides were sent also in three other parts of
the country to do transmissions.
Fever could only go higher… Already with the presence of the Canadian National Guide , Pierre, who came
to cut stones with his special machine so that we can build the pleasure hospital more easily, the dose of
pleasure was already high before the celebration.
On October 7th, the National Guide was in the village of Bekuy. They dance on the music of the “Balafonds”
under the trees after the transmissions.
In Bobo Dioulasso, they were more than a hundred people gathered to listen Bishop Guides Banemanie,
Lamane, Pierre, and the Priest-Guide Harmony from Ivory Coast who was there for a scientific meeting with
her thesis Director, a German man, who was so touched by the ambiance that he has decided to attend the
European seminar.. We also had fun doing the transmissions all together.
The Guides talked about the messages, about the Prophet and his coming, about Clitoraid and the pleasure
hospital, about sexuality, homosexuality, masturbations for men and women with testimonies that were
much appreciated by the participants, from the mascot of Clitoraid and the other Raelian women who have
had their clitoris repaired.
Their speeches are still talked about today by those who attended our meeting for the first time. And the
evening lasted long as we went to a popular dancing-club where the DJ, for the whole night, kept saying:
“the freedom fanatical, the Raelians, it is celebration day for the Raelians! Are the Raelians here?... RAEL…
ELOHIM… the Transmissions!!”
It was a good free advertising and we were able to give the main points of our philosophy to groups of
young people and to make contact with very interesting young individuals who are willing to meet with the
Prophet.
Rendez-vous on December 13th…
Love, Lamane
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IN ITALY
For this last October 7th celebration, we decided to have two gatherings, one in the North and
one in the Center of Italy, in order to allow people to participate without too many problems.
Here is what Guide Vittorio Ghilardi said about the Bergamo meeting:
On Saturday, we all meet in Bergamo to celebrate. About 30 people were there around our National
Guide Marco and the sweet and splendid Elena as well as your servant, Vittorio. The room was
decorated in order to generate a cocoon feeling. It was the perfect place for an afternoon guided by
video excerpts of the Teachings of our Beloved Prophet which penetrated our minds, our hearts, and
our consciousness.
Marco guided us through the pearls offered by our Beloved Prophet…. Pure drops of consciousness
that moved us and all the participants were carried in the dimension of dreams, awakening and
sharing of emotions. Elena concluded the afternoon talking about femininity and self-love. Dinner was
mischievously fun, as if we were in primary school. We parted full of the love we shared in this
afternoon together.

Giovanni Ottaviani , Guide, was in Rome:
The team in Rome chose a prestigious hotel to host the celebration. At 2:00 pm Carlo welcomed the
30 people gathered and symbolically gave the keys of the region to the new regional Guide Roberta
Pucci.
Then we had an intense moment with three transmissions, Claudio from Terracina, Nicola from
Naples and Michel-Ange from Matera..., the first Raelian in the Basilicate region!!! Welcome to the
three of you!
Then our Bishop-Guide Ezael with his unique energy, talked to us about the news, the values of the
third millennium and our philosophy.
We went on with Roberta who talked about our Beloved Prophet and his mission. Then Giovanni told
us how to live each moment as a meditation. Emael talked about science and technology with lots of
humor. Skylet presented the “Adopt a Clitoris” project and dedicated a song to all the women.
But it isn’t all… ;-) A video was presented before each talk presenting our beloved Prophet’s teaching.
We parted at 7:00pm after watching a fun movie and a presentation of our seminar…
See you soon at the next meeting!
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IN ROMANIA

ByTomita - New National Guide

Hello everybody. It was the first celebration of the 7 october in Romania.
We were 10 people of whom one had his cellular transmission, in Sibiu, a city with 140.000 citizens. We
distributed 500 flyers. A journalist was with us. He is reporting for a journal published in Bucharest, the
capital of Romania, and he will write a voluminous article about us, and will also include the pictures taken
during the ceremony.
Calin Stefan, the guy who was baptized has a passion for chemistry, molecular biology and genetics. I am
sure that it will be a very active Raelian (I mean already is very active - lol). Also, with the help of Calin’s
mother, in two-three weeks we will participate in a live TV show aired on a local TV station (Antena 1
Sibiu), and if the show has a good audience, we may have a chance to go to Antena 1 Bucharest, one of
the national channels. And if so, it will be a super chance for RAEL to come in Romania (an old dream of
mine) - so all is so fine-cool.
LOVE YOU ALL!!!

IN MALI

By X-Ciel, Guide National

In this country that moves so slowly, I was happy to gather seven people for a training on October 7th. We
talked about the meaning of life, the United States of Africa, the Raelian Movement, the seminar in
December with our Beloved Prophet in Ouaga. I was with an enthusiastic Raelian from Burkina, Jacques
Kaba, who helped me tremendously. Thanks brother!
At 3:00 pm I made one transmission, the
young and sensual DIAO Boubacar, a high
school student who said to us : “I
discovered the Messages after reading out
of curiosity the Book that Tells the Truth
that I found on the bookshelves of my
father. After reading it, it really changed
my life, as it is written in the back of the
book. I am so happy to do my transmission
as I wanted to join the Raelian family since
2004….”
In the evening, we met with the GeneralSecretary of the Medical School, Joseph
Sagara, with whom we have been
discussing for the past three months about
a big conference at the University of
Bamako with Hortense Dodo.
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On Monday, we met with the General Director in charge of the promotion Radio Guintan, the Voice of the
Women of Bamako, the main radio of a network of 8 private radios in the country.
Mrs Ramata DIA, has acknowledged the cause we are defending, the restoration of clitorises, and has
expressed the desire to meet with the leaders of the association.
I was also in Bamako on a mission for Aramis. After three days of walk, Jacques and myself, we finally met
the famous artist Salif KEITA (see picture above, on the right, X-ciel is on the left) in his hotel. I must say
that being an artist opens doors. We were introduced to him by a brother, Zakaria MAMBOUE (he works
with Tiken Jah Fakoly). I told Salif that I had a letter for him from the President of Aramis International,
from Germany. And he remembered when I reminded him about the homosexual association…

SWITZERLAND – LAUGH AND HARMONY
Since some of the Swiss members were still at the UK seminar, we were only forty for this gathering.
Philgood, the National Guide, new Bishop-Guide, did the transmission of the charming Anna, a shiny
octogenarian from Berne who didn’t loose time after learning about the messages.
She distributed about ten books in her surrounding and she gave an enthusiastic testimony of her path
towards the discovery of the messages. It was the occasion to remind us that we usually don’t become
Raelian, we simply discover that we have always been one. It was also a good time to congratulate Pierre
and Francois who are using crop-circles info to have Rael and the messages known. Welcome dear Anna!
It is hard to summarize the privileged moments we have been sharing, with harmony, emotions, especially
with the words of Philgood who was not only awakening but revealed also a talent to have every body
laugh irrepressibly.
Of course we talked about the Clitoraid action that fills our heart, our minds and our agendas.
We ended the day with songs, Jimmy had his guitar and the song Elohim, a tribute to our fathers, was on
everybody’s lips.
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NEW YORK NEW YORK

223 New Raelians on the Planet!!

By Sylvie Chabot, Guide

Oct 7th, 61aH.

We were 32 people at the celebration of October 7th that was
held in Jersey City. Carlos has organised a conference for
Spanish community just before the ceremony. 22 new Spanish
people came to learn about the message of our Creators. The
little room that Carlos rented was packed.
At 2:30pm we have announced them about the transmission of
cellular plan ceremony and invited those who were ready. 8
people came, one by one, to have their transmission…we were
so thrilled J
One of them, Jose, is from Colombia and lives in Jersey. He
came wearing his big symbol and brought 4 people with him,
and the 5 of them had their transmissions… We were very
surprised Hortense and I when we saw Jose coming for his
TPC, as we thought he was a long time Raelian, even a Guide
from somewhere in South America. He has such a charisma,
and nice vibration, he is probably a future Guide.

94 in Asia with 53 in Mongolia…
see report from Michio below!
88 in Africa with 53 as well in Burkina
Faso, the country getting ready to welcome
our Beloved Prophet in December! In Congo
too, well done, with 29 new members of the
family;
21 in North America with 17 in the US… 8
in NY, yes J
12 in Europe;
7 in the Middle East;
6 in South America including 3 in
Colombia;
5 in Australia…

Warsaw, Poland
By Jacek, National Guide
We were ten in our meeting at the House of
Culture in Natolin, a quarter of Warsaw.
For two days, we watched videos featuring
our Beloved Prophet with Polish subtitles,
thanks to Robert who did the translation.
We meditated and talked about the
messages..
On Saturday, two new people joined the
Raelian family doing their Cellular plan
transmissions.
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From left to right : ALè OGOULA, Elohiz MEKUI, Bruce and Patrick

IN GABON

Five Days On #1 African Show Called ‘Triangle’
By Bienvenu TCHIBINDA, Assistant-Guide.

What a great opportunity we had to be on one of the main African radio stations, the listened to in the
World: Africa #1 (http://www.africa1.com), on its leading show ‘Triangle’. This show talks about
spirituality and allows people to ask questions about what they have experienced in their life.
For five days, from Monday 2nd to Friday the 6th, the Gabon Raelian Religion has had the pleasure to talk
freely during this show.
We talked about the Messages, the fact that God doesn’t exist, the Raelian structure, Human Cloning, GMO
and the example of Hortense Dodo, the Black Prophets like Simon Kimbangu, Kimpa Vita, the African
seminar, the renewal of African culture, the United States of Africa, Sensual Meditation, the rights of
Religious Minorities, homosexuality, our websites, the gratuity of the messages on our site, the lack of
scientific information in African media, telepathic contact, etc…
In the studio, the Raelian team was made of two Guides, Elohiz MEKUI M’OBIANG, National Guide, Alè
OGOULA, and Assistant-Guide, Bienvenu Charly TCHIBINDA. This team was able to answer questions
coming from Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Senegal, Gabon, France and even the USA. Some called the radio to
have our contact number. Some even sent people to meet us at the exit of the studio.
It was quite a week on Africa #1 and the revelations made by the Guides shocked deeply. The anchors said
at the end: “Finally we are getting out of the Judeo-Christian circle”... J
Thank You ELOHIM for these moments of love, thank You RAEL
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MONTREAL, CANADA
September 11th - 15th

By Sylvain Rochon, Assistant-Guide

The World's Religion Congress after 9/11 was a week-long event gathering more than one
thousand religious representatives, media and related associations from all over the world to
talk about the impact of 9/11 on religions everywhere and how they are now viewed.
We had a wonderful kiosk set at the exposition telling three strong messages:
¬ Raelism is the Religion of Religions.
¬ The need to censure all religious passages that are against Human Rights.
¬ A call to modify the revised Universal Declaration of Human Rights prepared by the Congress' organizer.

Knowing that the majority of people at this congress felt very strongly about their mainly deistic
philosophies, we knew that we would turn heads with these topics and provoke much reflection.
And we did, but we weren't the only ones that were expressing similar messages (just not in such an
obvious way).
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, world humanist and spiritual leader for millions, mentioned in his speech on opening
day that there was a need to revise the religious scriptures of the world to bring them in line with Human
Rights.
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Dr. Deepak Chopra, in his speech during the week, mentioned that humanity was doomed to death if we
didn't learn to become more feminine, and that we must look at the universe in a scientific way to
experience spirituality.
We also met with Shirin Ebadi, women's rights activist in Iran, who was glad to hear that we were doing our
best to help the situation in Iran through our actions.
M. Shankar had received the Messages earlier in the year and we were able to give M. Chopra the Messages
during the congress ourselves.
Very interesting and we’ll see where that leads…
For dessert we had Nicole Bertrand, Raëlian Continental Guide for North-America, who gave a 30 minute
exposé on the "Censure of Religious Scriptures".
Being her wonderful self, she inspired a dozen university students in attendance to write papers about the
subject. Who knows where that could lead? Nicole was also able to speak about the subject at an interview
in front of our wonderful kiosk afterwards. Great!
In total, we were contacted by 4 media, sold 3 books and were visited by more than 150 people at our
kiosk during the week.
We participated at a round-table with the sociologist Susan Palmer as animator, talking about the media's
treatment of religious minorities in recent years, and gave the Messages to one celebrity (Dr. Deepak
Chopra). Interestingly enough, all religions, big and small agreed that the media now only exists to make
money and no longer cares about objectivity. It was clearly stated by a television journalist present at
Susan Palmer’s round-table that journalism is NOT about being objective but about taking information from
various “sources” then shaping an opinion as close to the “truth” as they can. Perhaps there could be
actions related to the media’s current attitude in the future? Who knows where our Prophet will lead us…
All in all, a wonderful week full of great exposure for us and our Prophet’s message.
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RAELIANS BUILD EMBASSY AT BURNINGMAN!
Yes, Yes, Yes!!! We did it! It came, it
happened and it left an impact on all those
who took part and who witnessed the Raelian
Adventure in the Nevada Desert. From Aug
26th -Sep 4th the Embassy for ExtraTerrestrials theme camp stood proud for all to
see during the Burningman 2006 event "Hope
and Fear for the Future"
Thanks to Lara's vision and enthusiasm, the head
coordinators contacted her saying that our camp
offered many things that fell right in line with the
Burningman philosophy and they wanted to
welcome us to the family by putting us in Center
Camp!!!
Whaaaaaa! This would give us the potential of having a massive 40,000 people passing our way!
Arriving with a huge trailer and 6 people we had 36 hours to put up our giant tent, decorate it, build our
Meditation Booths and our living area.
It was a huge and challenging task....but guess what? We did it and we did it well, it was a full day’s job for
us and although exhausting, with the hype of all that was to come.....pleasure found it's way into our
brains...
Eventually more of our 24 team members from
USA, Canada, UK and Kuwait arrived at the
Embassy. Seven of which were non Raelians and 6
very, very new members (one who had discovered
us while on duty in Kuwait read our site and
realized he is Raelian. He joined us on his 30 day
leave and is now back to the War Zone. WOW!).
Their added colors brought more enthusiasm and
light to our Camp. And once up and running we
had morning meditations open to everyone, and
continued each day to welcome people for our
Private Sensual Meditation Booths, Massage, Body
Painting, Portraits and chill out space...
So, this was our team, we didn't know what to expect, but we were just lit up by the excitement of
discovering the unknown.
The BM festival is an amazing array of beautiful creative people from around the globe. The philosophy of
BM is to give, offer, share and express your creative individuality. It's a truly awesome experience to share.
We met many people from the California area who had heard of us before BM but said how glad they were
to really know what we were truly about. We gave them stickers or they took one or more of the many
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leaflets when leaving although many hung out reading our poster boards which had beautifully printed
versions of the 5 main web sites:- ID, GPI, Clitoraid, Raels Girls, Raelian Gay, and some Crop Circle info.
This always leads to some kind of discussion and it was really mind blowing to exchange with so many open
minded people!
A very bright part of the week was during one of our daily diffusions where we gave out more than 5,000
stickers and leaflets. While wearing our Beautiful Pink costumes, Rick G and Carlito were approached by a
shining young woman, who directly asked them if they were Raelian (recognizing the Symbol) she went on
to explain that last year a girl (Lara) had come to her camp and handed her a leaflet, which she read and
directly after the BM ordered all the books, read them and realized she was Raelian, she had only contact
with one Raelian since then and had kind of lost the link. After a short time with us realized exactly why she
was given free tickets to come this year!! hmmmmm... Coincidence??? From that point on she stayed with
our camp, massaging, body painting, diffusing and recently drove 3 hours to SF to go to her first meeting
and plans to do her transmission soon as well!
One day during the week we inflated a silver giant 15x15ft UFO
that we had borrowed from the LA team. It could be seen from
3 miles away! You can't imagine how many people where
touched by it as it floated above the desert, from a distance it
looked like the real thing, and actually earlier that week we had
met some people who'd said they were expecting a passing
from the 'visitors'! (yes a few mystics there too!) We were
definitely one of the hot press shots that afternoon, as well the
many photo's they had taken of us whenever we wore our Pink
Costumes as messengers of Hope!
During our nights we all headed off on different journeys, some dancing, some playing, some watching,
some discovering the miles of Art installations spread throughout the desert and some doing all of this!
There were also workshops during the days and those who wished to take part discovered the variety they
offered too..... Yoga, kissing, dancing, discussions on many topics, and so much more!
Our Flame is set afire and I assure you that in the year to come
there will be an even brighter Fire of Hope, Love and
Consciousness when the 'Embassy for Extra Terrestrials' returns
to the Playa to offer the Light of the Elohim once again!
Are you interested in joining us next year........???????
As a teaser for next year, our post Burningman Dreams have
already begun to inspire ideas for BM 2007 and some of them
are as follows:-)
We are looking for Artists to create a piece or pieces, to
represent the Theme of 2007 and link to the Embassy for ExtraTerrestrials, as the BM council offer grants of up to $50,000 USD to Artists who propose something that fits
the Theme of the year and is accepted. Next year the theme is 'Green' so GPI is right up there!!! A
thought... if you have ever been to UFO Land in Valcourt, perhaps you would like to be a part of a UFOnapping, hehehe. We think it would be a superb part of the Embassy next year but a little difficult to get
across country! Hmmm... and possibly the Cell and DNA models too?
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Big dreams of what could impact the collection of all the other Art which the BM Desert has to offer. Also
the pre and post production and all aspects of the technical parts of our Embassy are more than welcome to
be filled.
We are also looking for any people who are inspired to possibly Build an ART Car. SEE images on sites
below to get an idea. Art cars are also possible to receive funds from the BM Art Council too!
The rest of you around the Globe, who are inspired to know more and who wish to take part in an amazing
Raelian Diffusion and Creative Adventure, don't hesitate to begin your research now! And if you feel the
desire to Dive into an unknown Planet of the Impossible becoming Possible, I ask you to not hesitate one
minute!!!!!
LINKS
You will soon see the Rael TV team live at Burningman online and more of our Beautiful pictures at
www.burningman.rael.org or you can already find a collection of pictures on Elohim.net too!
If you want to already offer your assistance or to be on the list for next year,
Email: info@burningman.rael.org
You can Visit www.burningman.com for general info of the festival.
And you can see this link to be inspired by more images of the Art and Beautiful People:
http://pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/wrldtrvlr@prodigy.net/album?.dir=/f0aascd&.src=ph&.tok=phedEeFBxCMY4
wpG
From the 'Embassy for Extra Terrestrials' to you, WE hope to see you with us next year!
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOOXOXOXXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXXOXOXOXOXOXOOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOX

IN TASMANIA
By Roy, Australia

Seven and a half years ago, a young Joshua Wilson read an article about the Raelians in a Melbourne
newspaper. After contacting the Movement, Tara give Josh my contact details and we met in the city centre
where I sold him the book. At the age of 15 Josh could understand the message but had other things on his
mind and the book sat of the shelf. In the mean time he moved back to Tassie for study.
Now 23 years young (a bit of Elohim magic here) around the time Rael said during a meal last seminar , we
need someone to go to Tasmania, Josh picked up the book that had been so long in the bookcase. This
time though the message had far greater impact on him and he had to begin spreading this news. He made
contact with me through email asking if he could have his transmission done. Well, you can imagine my
thoughts , remembering what Rael had said and me being the one who is closest to Tasmania, began to
think about doing a lecture to coincide with a visit for the transmission.
So the planning began. Saul designed some great posters and flyers for us. While I began to work on a
presentation, Josh was putting up posters all over the Uni and making the bookings for the Classroom and
advertisement in the student newspaper. I arrived on the Morning of the 7th and immediately Josh and I
went out and did a letter box drop around the Uni area. The transmission was performed in a lovely park
and we spend the rest of the day talking about the messages.
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On the Sunday we visited the Uni and put up more posters and got a look at the layout for the following
morning. Monday the big day, we handed out another couple of hundred flyers as Students arrived, then
went to the room and checked that the laptop would connect to the projector and sound. All was good, now
we had to sit back and wait. Was anyone going to show up? We thought, well, at least all the flyers and
posters have informed a lot of people. All together 24 people came from the surrounding area including a
priest.
All good comments and questions. So we have planted many seeds in the capital of Tasmania. Lets see how
many germinate, and make us have to go back and do a mini seminar in the future. And Josh is an amazing
new member to our team. I’m actually so happy because he is coming back to Melbourne to live next year.

IN PERU

A new guide was nominated in Peru, Johnny Mamani, from Arequipa.

IN ARGENTINA

Raul, National Guide of Argentina, informed us that on September 24th, a very positive and informative
interview to our Beloved Prophet appeared on a newspaper in Argentina.
Title: "Our parents, who art in heaven"
Url: http://www.pagina12.com.ar/diario/suplementos/radar/9-3264-2006-09-24.html
The article can still be read on the online version of the newspaper.
According to Raul, the article has had very positive repercussions all around the country.
Here's the header of the article, translated into English:
Our Parents Who Art in Heaven
For a few years now, a new faith is spreading which has the capacity to conciliate the existential
abyss and the technological advances, and to explain the truth which has been hidden in the
scriptures of the world's big religions: the idea that the Earth's inhabitants were created by extraterrestrial beings more evolved than ourselves. Movies, literature and internet, tell us about the many
thousands of followers that this theory has. But what better than to speak with its main diffuser, the
person in charge of this task ordered by the Elohim themselves: Claude Vorilhon, better known as
Rael.
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CLITORAID
Clitoraid sent today the amount necessary to pay
for about five acres of land in Bobo Dioulasso
where we will build the Pleasure Hospital. We have
the ok of the City Hall to build…
Pierre Bolduc, National Guide of Canada who has a
passion to build, has found a new passion in the
building of the hospital and also a new source of
creativity!
Here is what Lamane tells us about the great work
of Pierre in Burkina…

Our Beloved Prophet said : “Let’s have a hospital
to rebuild the clitorises of circumcised women”….
There has been some agitation, and here are
some stones coming out of Earth for the
construction of the hospital. J
The machine of Pierre to cut stones (Pierre means
stone in French)… what a wonderful tool ! What a
successful invention! Already some angels
including the Clitoraid mascot are ready to help so
that the pleasure is even more intense in the
pleasure hospital which is the big expected hope
of thousands of women who are willing to find
what they have lost.
It had to be thought of! A machine that cuts Laterite, a local stone, and makes bricks that are so
perfect, at a speed that all the traditional stone carvers envy. One of them even offered to work for
Pierre!
The hospital will be so beautiful built with these stones….
And since everything goes well with this new technique of extraction of bricks from Laterite, it is a
new universe of economical and revolutionary construction that opens up in African countries, using
an African material that is cheap and adapted to hot climate. This will save billions of francs that are
spent abroad to import very expensive construction materials that are not well adapted…
Thank you dear friend and dear brother Pierre – Africanian J
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IN THE US
New York
Last Sunday Oct, 8th, Hortense and Sylvie went to meet Betty Dodson for a second time in New York. Betty
is very supportive of our action and gave the Clitoraid representatives, videos and toys to help women in
Burkina to retrieve their lost sense.
Already Hortense has brought some in the past to help her mutilated sisters… the videos will be on the
shelves of our hospital soon J
Las Vegas
Marina, Cristal and I (Nadine) went to the Woman's conference yesterday afternoon at the beautiful Aladdin
Hotel on the Strip. There were about 300 people attending. Although the conference took place for the
whole day, the guest speaker, Jean Chatzky, a financial "expert on how to make women's financial life
better arrived at 3pm. Jean appears on NBC today show weekly and has a daily show on the satellite radio
show "Oprah and friends".
Part 1 - The 3 of us arrived on time to see a quite conservative 41 year old woman address the audience
for 30 minutes and then leave quickly through a side door by the stage. Marina and I followed her, she
was rushing to the elevator to catch her plane, we gave her and her assistant an envelope with the press
kit... and that was that (dashing to office depot in between classes to print it and a few business cards was
another adventure of mine that morning!)
Part 2 - Following the genius idea of Marina: We went to stand at the back of the room with our flyers and
proceeded to approach each person leaving the room one by one; inviting them to a fundraising party we
will organize in a couple of months. We would explain what we were about and as a closing, we would
simply ask them to give us their email to be invited at the event... do you know that every woman we asked
gave us their email except for 3!
We collected emails and made wonderful contacts with different kinds of woman who gave us ways to help
the cause more ~
What a beautiful diffusion and time we had ~

A TESTIMONY OF THE PLEASURE OF GIVING
By Marie Cote from Ottawa

I spent a beautiful afternoon serving this cause, so powerful for the awakening of consciousness!! I realized
that people are very attentive and generous for our sisters from afar, they are very sensitive to this action.
When human beings are asked to act for love, there are no borders!!
Some people said that this action was talked about at school.
I also met a man who, with his wife, has in their home a box for charity. When it is full, they choose an
organization to which they want to give. This afternoon, they chose Clitoraid and gave us their box! He said
it was a very special action. Wow! I was so touched that I had tears in my eyes.
A gift of love!!
Marie xx
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